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On behalf of the Society of Allied Weight Engineers, I cordially invite you to attend
and participate in our 78th Annual International Conference in Norfolk, Virginia.
Our conference host committee have planned an event where we all can share,
learn, benchmark, and enhance our individual and organizations’ understanding
and objectives towards mass property prediction, control, and validation within
the aerospace, marine, offshore, land vehicle, and allied industries that our
society represents.
Attendance at such an event by students, vehicle designers, OEMs, operators,
regulatory bodies and service providers has increased in importance today. Our mass properties survey
in early 2018, the results of which were presented at our last international conference, validated:
• That mass properties engineering is directly linked to vehicle performance, contract compliance,
and vehicle safety
• That a large percentage of degreed and experienced mass properties engineers will be leaving or
retiring within the next ten years
• That critical knowledge or processes have mostly been documented, but there is much that hasn’t
been documented
These survey results prompted the Society of Allied Weight Engineers to propose the establishment of
a Mass Properties Certification accredited by the American National Standards Institute in response
to these risks and opportunities shared by government and industry. A newly established committee
has been formed to enhance and present the proposal at this international conference, addressing
questions raised within our Corporate Steering Council sessions relative to the benefits and drawbacks
of certification to our profession, eligibility requirements, training content and fees. We have allotted an
entire afternoon of our technical program to garner and gauge industry and government support for this
proposed objective.
Our International Conference Host Committee, working with the Society of Allied Weight Engineers’
Executive Board, Corporate Sponsors, and Exhibitors, have also assembled a conference program
enabling a knowledge exchange via technical presentations, training, and standards development
guided by our Standards Approval Council, and an Exhibit Hall where attendees can get exposed to
software, hardware, and engineering services offered by our participating vendors. Our membership
consists of active practitioners in the mass properties discipline, many of whom have been bestowed the
title of Fellow and Honorary Fellow of the society, along with veteran mass properties instructors who
provide training, plus vendors who offer products and services that contribute towards an effective mass
properties control program. Collectively, they all possess the insights and materials into both the critical
and unwritten practices and are committed towards transferring this domain knowledge.
All it takes is attendance and active participation from either yourself and/or representatives of your
organization to begin gaining the valuable insights offered. Begin socializing the need to attend now, so
you can secure the sponsorship needed to join us in May of 2019. Tips to help justify your attendance
can be found at: https://www.sawe.org/conferences/conferencetips.
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The Hampton Roads Chapter of the Society of Allied Weight Engineers is pleased to invite you to
the 78th Annual International Conference on Mass Properties Engineering. The host chapter
committee is preparing a program that includes technical sessions, Standards & Practices
sessions, and multiple training classes at Hilton Norfolk – “The Main” in downtown Norfolk,
Virginia. The Hilton is two blocks from the Elizabeth River, contains four restaurants, and
is within walking distance from countless restaurants and shops. The technical content for
the conference is designed to provide important information that can help you with efficiency,
precision, or innovative ideas regarding your daily work responsibilities; therefore we believe
your organization’s investment in time and resources to enable you to attend will be well
spent! This conference will detail many of the technical topics ongoing in mass properties
industries, innovative ideas from vendors, and showcase lessons learned.
For those who have never been to this area before, there is something for everyone. This
region is full of history including the first historic English settlement at Jamestown, the
battlefield at Yorktown that secured America’s independence, and Colonial Williamsburg.
The region also has a large military presence with Naval Station Norfolk, Langley Air Force
Base, Fort Eustis, and historical Fort Monroe. For those interested in the outdoors, there
are many places to hike, kayak, or just take a stroll near the water. There is also plenty of
shopping, museums, sports, and even an amusement park to keep you entertained.
We have planned several special events for members and their guests during the week.
Nauticus is a maritime science museum that includes many hands-on exhibits, interactive
displays, and houses the Battleship Wisconsin. For those more interested in aerospace, we
have a tour to the Virginia Air and Space Museum. If you like art, the Chrysler Museum of
Art’s collection includes up to 30,000 works of art spanning 5,000 years, from ancient Egypt
to modern day. The Norfolk Botanical Gardens has 175 beautiful acres to explore by strolling
through the 12 miles of pathways or by a tram. Last, but not least, is a cruise on the Spirit
of Norfolk. You won’t want to miss an evening of dining, music, and scenery while cruising
on the water at sunset.
The 2019 Conference Committee is working hard to make sure that the 78th International
Conference is a memorable and productive experience. Please join us for all the technical
sessions, Standards and Practices meetings, working sessions, and training classes all
designed to assist you with your daily mass properties challenges, along with all this region
has to offer!
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Vendors and Sponsors
Rod Van Dyk
Deputy VP Vendor Relations
Safran Landing Systems

Paul Kennedy
VP Vendor Relations
Space Electronics LLC

David Cash
Chapter Vendor Coordinator
Huntington Ingalls Industries
On behalf of the International Society of Allied Weight Engineers, we are pleased to invite your
company to participate as an exhibitor at the 78th SAWE International Conference on Mass
Properties Engineering in Norfolk, Virginia. During our three-day conference, exhibitors will have
the opportunity to present their new concepts, products and services to experts and decision makers
in the weight engineering realm. Exhibitors will enjoy a 10’ x 8’ booth space in our fully carpeted
exhibit hall along with the following benefits:
EXHIBITOR BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Company listing in the conference program
Promotional and advertising opportunities to help increase your company’s exposure
Complimentary delivery of exhibit materials to the exhibit hall on “Setup Sunday”*
Complimentary crate storage during the conference
Draped display table with chairs
Electrical service – standard 120 VAC
Two three-day complimentary registrations for company representatives
Opportunity to give a company presentation during one of our technical sessions
Discounted admission to Sunday’s Welcome Reception
Discounted admission to the Standards and Practices Luncheon on Tuesday
Opportunity to provide training in the use of your product
Following the event, all exhibitors will receive a list of conference attendees

* Large shipping containers may be subject to handling fees by the conference facility
Early registration for the conference is encouraged. Space is limited, so claim your spot by registering
today!
More detailed information is available by visiting the SAWE on-line at www.sawe.org, or by contacting
a member of our Vendor Relations Team.
We look forward to seeing you in Norfolk!
David, Paul, and Rod
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Corporate Partners - Silver

Exhibitors (Anticipated)
The Aerospace Corporation
Altair
BAS Shipweight
Evocast
General Atomics
General Electrodynamics Corporation
Huntington Ingalls Industries
Intercomp Scales
The Scale People
Space Electronics

Interested in becoming an Exhibitor or a Conference Sponsor?
Contact the Vendor Relations Team for details!
© SAWE 2019
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Technical Tracks
Robert Zimmerman
VP Technical Director
Lockheed Martin - Retired

Werner Massinger
Deputy VP Technical Director
Airbus D & S

Werner Sellner
Deputy VP Technical Director
Sellner Aerostructures

John Nakai
Deputy VP Technical Director
The Aerospace Corporation

The Society of Allied Weight Engineers has been promoting the exposition of technical
information concerning Mass Properties Engineering since 1939. As we enter our 78th year of
holding International Conferences, the SAWE welcomes those engineers who have created new
technical information to share, and those who will participate in our 78th Annual Conference
on Mass Properties Engineering to learn about these technical advances. The SAWE brings
mass properties professionals from all around the world to partake in a meaningful exchange
of ideas, culminating in two days of Technical Tracks on various aspects of mass properties.
The annual SAWE conference is an opportunity for mass properties professionals to interact
and share information that is vital to excellence in mass properties execution. Plan on
attending the technical sessions with the attendant paper presentations and meet your
colleagues from literally around the world.
The 2019 Conference Technical Sessions will include topics such as weight control on naval
vessels, dealing with uncertainty, and obtaining weight and CG data on spacecraft. These
topics will be discussed over two complete days of papers, presentations, and what is fast
becoming a SAWE tradition, the Technical Forum. This year’s Forum will feature our audience
participation debate on “The Mass Properties Engineer’s Signature Task – Weight Control.”
We have also dedicated a fully inclusive half-day working session to discuss the topic of
pursuing ANSI certification of Mass Properties Engineers, our practices, processes, and
training.
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Some of the papers planned for this conference are:
Parametric Weight Substantiation Reporting
Methods and Processes for Robust Mass Properties Management in the
Automotive Industry with a Main Focus on Mass Uncertainties
A Wing Weight Estimation Method Based on Wing-box Beam Design
Application of the Law of Propagation of Uncertainties to a Weight and CG
Measurement System
A Century of Submarine Mass Properties
A Function-Based Master Equipment List for Aerospace Systems
Inspiring the Engineering Future Workforce through NASA’s Capabilities
Weight and Design Data for World War II era United States Aircraft
Negligible Weight Quantification for Surface Ship Weight Surveys
Methods of Determining Parametric Equations from Data with a Worked Example
Monte Carlo, Risk, and Uncertainty Analysis
Calculating Center of Buoyancy and Buoyant Force
Lightship Evolution Diagnostics with In-Service Stability Measurements
A Practical and Proactive Way of Managing Weight and Center of Gravity
Area of Focus for the MPE when Conducting Surface Ship Load Surveys
Aircraft Structures Weight Estimation
A Weight and Center of Gravity Instrument for Measuring Manned Spacecraft
Automating Space Habitat Design Layout and Packaging
Weight Considerations on the Appalachian Trail
HERMES: Hazard Examination Reconnaissance Messenger for Extended Surveillance
Some of the presentations planned for this conference are:

© SAWE 2019

Designing the World’s Largest Mining Truck
Military Aircraft Weight Trends
The Technology of the America’s Cup
Newport News Shipbuilding Apprentice School - 100 Years
Weight Engineering in Submarine Design
Approach to Phased Maintenance Weight Reporting
Relevant Loading Conditions for the Offshore Industry
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SAWE Forums
The SAWE is proud to present two Forums this year:
Initiative Forum

Mass Properties Engineering Certification Program
Moderator: Yi-Ling Tam, The Aerospace Corporation

The SAWE will host an interactive forum concerning the recent SAWE initiative
of establishing a certification program for mass properties engineers. A panel
of experts will present topics related to the proposed Mass Properties Engineer
Certification. These include the rationale for certification; the path to establishing
the SAWE as a certification authority; certification standards, training, and
testing; and desired outcomes. Following the presentations, the opportunity for
the audience to ask the panel questions and voice opinions will guarantee that
this is a truly interactive forum for all.

Technical Forum

Mass Properties Engineer’s Signature Task – Weight Control

Moderator: Robert Zimmerman, VP Technical Director, Lockheed Martin (retired)

The touchy subject of Weight Control is front and center as the
subject of this year’s technical forum. When management thinks
of mass properties engineering, their first thought is that their
mass properties engineers keep control of the weight of their
project. We will explore what is involved in controlling weight –
from defining the requirements, creating a plan and obtaining
consensus among subsystems engineers and management,
implementing and tracking the plan, contingency operations
for off-nominal excursions (corrective actions), and finally piece
part, subsystem, and final project verification.
Following a brief presentation that will provide fodder for further discussion,
the floor will be opened for a lively discussion of any and all aspects of weight
control.
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Conference General Schedule

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Training

Morning

Training

Training

BOD
Meeting
(by invitation)

Nauticus/
USS
Wisconsin
Tour

Open

Welcome
Reception

Training
Technical
Tracks

Afternoon

Evening

Open

Standards and
Practices Joint
Session &
Workshops
Standards and
Practices
Luncheon,
Afternoon
Workshops
Spirit of Norfolk
Dinner Cruise

Training
Technical
Tracks

Awards
Banquet

Virginia Air
and Space
Museum

Travel

Note: 3-day conference registration covers conference attendance on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. See
Pages 25 - 27 for registration details.

Inquiries
All inquires about the SAWE organization, including membership and sponsorship, should be made to:
Ron Fox
Executive Director
Society of Allied Weight Engineers, Inc.
5734 Lucia Walk
Long Beach, CA 90803-4015 USA
Phone: 562-596-2873
ron.fox@sawe.org
All inquires about the SAWE 2019 International Conference should be made to:
Melissa Cooley - Conference Co-Chair
Phone: 757-749-2366
Email: Melissa.Cooley@hii-nns.com
Amanda Cutright - Conference Co-Chair
Phone: 757-880-5819
Email: amanda.m.cutright@nasa.gov
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Opening Session Speaker

Dawn Schaible, Director of Engineering
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton VA
The Hampton Roads Chapter of the Society of Allied Weight
Engineers is proud to introduce Ms. Dawn Schaible, Director
of Engineering at the NASA Langley Research Center, as our
Opening Session speaker. Ms. Schaible will share highlights
from the center’s past and present while discussing its bright
future. Along the way she will share with us her personal
experiences in the art and science of systems engineering and
its role in mission success.
Langley is entering its second century of innovation and
discovery. From bi-planes to hypersonics and space exploration,
the center has contributed to innumerable aerospace
engineering achievements since its founding as a National
Advisory Committee on Aeronatuics (NACA) test center in 1917.
Now Langley strives to continue that legacy with ongoing work
on such programs as:
• Space Exploration, for robotic and manned missions, architecture and vehicle definition
• Entry Descent Landing systems to enable robotic and human space exploration
missions Future Air Transportation - environmentally responsible aircraft, urban air
Transportation, personal air mobility, high speed air systems
• Understanding our Earth Environment as a system, air and space based measurement
systems
Prior to her current position Ms. Schaible served as NASA’s Deputy Chief Engineer, where
she led the implementation of the Chief Engineer’s role in Agency Technical Capability.
She was the region’s “Peninsula Engineer of the Year” in 2012, nominated by the Hampton
RoadsArea Chapter of the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE). She
has also been Manager of Systems Engineering for the NASA Engineering and Safety
Center (NESC), providing systems engineering expertise to independent safety assessments
of critical, high-risk issues. Prior to transferring to Langley in 2005, Ms. Schaible spent
18 years at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center where she held lead engineering positions for
the Space Shuttle and International Space Station Programs. She has a M.S. degree in
Engineering and Management from MIT, as well as an additional M.S. in Space Systems
Operations from the Florida Institute of Technology, and had began her career with a
Mechanical Engineering degree from Bradley University.
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ShipWeight North American User Group Meeting



The 13th ShipWeight User Group meeting will be held on Sunday, May 19th, 2019, in conjunction
with the 78th SAWE International Conference on Mass Properties Engineering (May 18-23, 2019
in Norfolk, Virginia, USA). The meeting will be of interest to active ShipWeight users as well as
those who are considering acquiring it.
The meeting is also an opportunity to meet other ShipWeight users in an informal setting for
exchanging experiences and discussions on best practices. Last, but not least, it is a great
opportunity to provide feedback to BAS Engineering as developers of ShipWeight and participate
in making priorities for future development of the software.

Where
When
Registration
Cost
Registration deadline

Key Information
+LOWRQ1RUIRON±³7KH0DLQ´
1RUIRON9LUJLQLD86$
Sunday, May 19th, from 8:30 – 4:30 PM
Through the web at www.sawe.org, or by email
office@shipweight.com
Per SAWE General Conference Registration.
Note, lunch is at an added cost.
Per SAWE General Conference Registration


ShipWeight User Meeting – Tentative Schedule
8.30 am – 8.35 am
8.35 am – 9.00 am
9.00 am – 9.30 am
9.30 am – 10.00 am
10.00 am – 10.30 am
10.30 am – 11.00 am
11.00 am – 11.30 am
11.30 am – 12.00 am
12.00 am – 1.00 pm
1.00 pm – 1.30 pm
1.30 pm – 2.00 pm
2.00 pm – 3.00 pm
3.00 pm – 3.30 pm
3.00 pm – 3.30 pm
3.30 pm – 4.30 pm
We reserve the right to change


May 19th, 2019
Welcome
Overview of the New Release, ShipWeight 13
Working Efficiently in the Item Window
The Improved Compare Window
Coffee break
3D Representation of the Weight Database
The Secondary WBS Option in ShipWeight 13
User Presentation (TBD)
Lunch
Digital Deadweight Survey using ShipWeight as Data Source
Revisiting QA Methods in ShipWeight
Phase Codes vs Custom Codes vs Parent/Child
Coffee break
Leveraging Historical Data
Questions and Answers/Discussions
the agenda.
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Standards and Practices Day
Andy Schuster
VP Standards and Practices
Retired

Standards and Practices help us to be more effective and
minimize our day-to-day Mass Properties Engineering risk.
SAWE’s Recommended Practices (RPs) include the shared
knowledge of how to be effective. Improving these RPs is so
important that we devote a whole day to these discussions.
The objective of the SAWE’s Standards and Practices (SnP) community is to
provide a non-proprietary consensus forum for the development of industry
products that respond to the needs of our members, their employers, their
customers, and the profession at large. Much of this work centers on RPs, but
also includes handbooks and standards.
In addition to industry-specific standards, we also have planned a series of
cross-industry standards that focus on fundamental practices common to all
industries. We have become an accredited standards developer certified by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) to increase our credibility and
involvement in the national standards landscape.
SnP activities are not limited to standards alone. Just about any activity
that serves the SAWE membership in a given industry sector is acceptable.
Past examples have included textbooks, handbooks, industry surveys, and
contributions to non-SAWE books as well as other publications.
The SnP community consists of Industry Committees (ICs), Consensus Bodies
(CBs), a Standards Review Board, and the Corporate Steering Council. The ICs
will meet at this conference to discuss issues. The CBs do the hard work of
developing the RPs. The Standards Review Board administers the SnP program
to assure quality, coordinate activities between ICs, and assist CBs when needed.
The Corporate Steering Council includes Corporate Partners and SAWE officers,
and provides high level guidance to the SnP community.
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Standards and Practices Luncheon Speaker

The Loss of USS Thresher
Ron Murray, Huntington Ingalls Industries - Newport
News Shipbuilding, Vice President of Quality
This year’s Standards and Practices luncheon will build on the
importance of standards and training certification programs
as told from our guest speaker’s perspective on the loss of the
USS Thresher.
On the morning of April 10, 1963, the worst submarine disaster
in U.S. Navy history happened when the nuclear-powered
USS Thresher (SSN 593) was lost with 129 crew members and
civilian employees on board. The outcome of the post disaster
investigation was the establishment and implementation of the
United States Navy’s Submarine Safety Program (SUBSAFE), a
quality assurance program designed to maintain the safety of its
submarine fleet; specifically, to provide maximum reasonable
assurance that submarine hulls will stay watertight, and that
they can recover from unanticipated flooding.
Ron Murray is vice president of Quality for Newport News Shipbuilding, a division of
Huntington Ingalls Industries. Named to this position in 2012, he is responsible for the
shipyard’s quality assurance, quality control, and compliance policies and programs. He
also oversees the planning, development and enforcement of comprehensive and integrated
quality and continuous improvement across the shipyard.
Since beginning his shipyard career as an engineer in 1989, Murray, a fourth-generation
shipbuilder, has served in positions of increasing responsibility, including waterfront
construction engineering, engineering supervisor for the Dry Deck Shelter Planning Yard,
design manager for the 688-Class Planning Yard, manager of the SUBSAFE Program, and
most recently director of Quality and Engineering Services.
Murray is a Virginia Tech graduate, where he earned a bachelor’s degree in aerospace
and ocean engineering and a master’s degree in ocean engineering. He is also a licensed
professional engineer and graduate of the LEAD Virginia program. In addition, Murray serves
on the Board of Directors for VersAbility Resources as well as the Foundation Board for
Riverside Health System, and is a member of the American Society for Quality (ASQ) and the
Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers (SNAME).
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Training Program
Dan Rowley
Vice President - Training
Northrop Grumman Corporation

The Society of Allied Weight Engineers Training Committee invites you to the 78th Annual
International Conference on Mass Properties in Norfolk, Virginia, and is pleased to offer you
these classes for your professional development. These classes are designed to expand your
expertise as a Mass Properties Engineer (MPE), and we hope that many of you will register for
classes outside of your area of expertise or industry to broaden your technical capabilities.
We hope that after taking these classes, you will emerge more knowledgeable and learn how
special the discipline of weight engineering is across multiple industries.
This year, the Training Program will take place at the Hilton Norfolk – The Main hotel from
May 18 through May 22, 2019. The SAWE has a long proven track record of delivering
outstanding training, and we hope that you will enjoy training with us here in Norfolk. New
this year is a class for the Automotive MPE: Mass Properties & Automotive Lateral Dynamics.
Additionally, to better serve the marine/naval industry in the Hampton Roads region, several
classes in that branch of Mass Properties will be offered: Ship Inclining, Introduction to
Marine Weight Engineering for Non-Naval Architects, Introduction to Naval Architecture, and
Marine Weight Control and Weight Estimating Methodology.

Automated Weight and Balance System (AWBS) Software Training
Harold Smoot – SAWE Fellow – Lockheed Martin
This one-day class will present the features of the Automated Weight and Balance System
in a hands-on software training class. The class will include explanations of the charts
and forms (Chart A, Form B, Chart C, and Form F) explained in RP7 to maintain good
operational weight and balance of military aircraft. The basic approach of the class is to
give computer demonstrations followed by student exercises that provide the students with
a good understanding of AWBS Version 10.0 features and capabilities. The instructor will
also address students’ specific AWBS questions. All students are required to bring their own
laptop computer running Microsoft Windows with AWBS 10.0 installed.
Aircraft Weight & Balance Course
Tom Oole – SAWE Honorary Fellow – United States Air Force – Retired
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This two-day course is for the student who may have limited knowledge of aircraft weight and
balance and/or those with experience who need knowledge of the military aircraft weight and
balance system. The class will demonstrate and teach proper procedures for weighing and
completing forms for military aircraft. The intent of this class is to provide the student with
an understanding of the aircraft weight and balance system within the United States military
and the “pitfalls” involved in weighing aircraft.
Students should bring basic calculators, paper, and pens/pencils for use in examples and
exercises. Students should also dress appropriately for the trip to the aircraft hangar on
day two, including rubber-soled, closed-toed shoes. Depending on the hangar experience,
the second day may not last the full allotted time.
Designing the Aircraft of the Future
Jerry Pierson - SAWE Honorary Fellow – Retired
Andy Walker – SAWE Member – Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems
This two day class presents the principles of weight engineering in new Aircraft Design
as described in the SAWE Aircraft Weight Engineering Textbook. Course topics include:
requirements development, aircraft performance, conceptual aircraft design weight estimates
& optimization, weight trades, engine selection, vendor weight selection, establishing
target weights, operational weight, preliminary design studies, detail design and database
management. The class will use the issues that occur with future trainer aircraft as an
example of applied Weight Engineering.
Students attending the class will receive a copy of the Aircraft Weight Engineering Textbook.
Introduction to Mass Properties Measurement
Jerry Pierson - SAWE Honorary Fellow – Retired
This is a basic class which teaches measurement of weight, center-of-gravity, and moments
of inertia (MOI). Effects of gravity variation due to latitude and altitude will be explained.
This class will demonstrate and teach moment of inertia measuring techniques typically used
for missiles and control surfaces. The Mass Properties Measurement class will contain both
a classroom presentation and a laboratory session. The class will consist of approximately
three hours of lecture and five hours of hands-on laboratory session with participants making
mass properties measurements.
The classroom discussion will include mass definition and mass measurement techniques.
Force measurement methods such as spring scales, load cells, strain gauges, and re-balance
technology will be discussed. The MOI definition and its relationship to torque and angular
acceleration and measurement techniques will be included. The definition of Product of
Inertia (POI) will be discussed and how it relates to Principle Axes definition, measurement,
and calculation techniques. Laboratory exercises will include mass measurement, center© SAWE 2019
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of-gravity measurement, MOI measurement using a torsion rod and the bifilar method. POI
measurement/calculation and principle axis measurement/calculation will be taught.
It is the intent of this class to provide the student with an understanding of the methods for
measuring moment of inertia. The class will conclude with the taking of a test to verify that
the class has provided the students with the basic understanding of how to measure moment
of inertia of a missile or a control surface.
Basic calculators will be needed for examples and exercises. Please dress appropriately for
working with measuring equipment.
Developing Basic Parametric Methods
Andy Walker – SAWE Member – Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems
The course will cover such topics as basic statistical terminology, statistical correlation
processes, parametric estimation pitfalls, and a parametric fighter aircraft wing weight
correlation example.
Ship Inclining
William Fox, P.E. – SAWE Honorary Fellow – Retired
This one day class will discuss the inclining of a vessel in order to determine its displacement
(weight) and center of gravity. The primary emphasis will be on inclining in water, but
inclining in air will also be covered. A classroom session on the theory, procedure, and
results of inclining will be held, followed by an actual demonstration of inclining techniques
aboard a waterborne vessel.
The objectives of the class are to provide the student with an introduction to the principles of
naval architecture and marine terminology, and to discuss and demonstrate the inclining of
a vessel to determine its weight and center of gravity. ASTM F 1321-90, standard Guide for
Conducting a Stability Test, will be used as a text for this class. After a brief introduction to
the principles of naval architecture, the theory and purpose of the inclining experiment will
be presented. The light ship survey will be described and then the inclining experiment itself
will be discussed. Preparations required aboard the vessel and ashore will be described, and
plans and equipment required will be discussed and demonstrated. Inclining procedures,
data, and calculations will be reviewed, and examples from an actual inclining will be examined
in detail. Troubleshooting the results of the inclining, and matters of bias and accuracy, will
be covered. Inclining of a small vessel in air will be discussed.
Following the classroom session, the class will travel to and board a vessel for a practical
demonstration of an inclining. A brief light ship survey will be completed, drafts and specific
gravity of the water will be taken, and inclining weight will be moved to obtain a plot of
tangents and inclining moments. The resulting data will be processed, and the vessel’s
light ship displacement and center of gravity will be determined at the conclusion. After the
© SAWE 2019
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inclining, the class will have lunch at a local restaurant or on board the vessel, then will
return to the hotel for a summary and closing. The class will conclude with a short openbook test and exercise to confirm that the student has gained an understanding of the theory
and practice of inclining a vessel. A conference room at the hotel will be provided, as well as
transportation to and from the inclining site.
Basic calculators will be needed for examples and exercises. Students should wear casual
clothes and rubber-soled shoes, as they will be boarding a vessel.
Introduction to Marine Weight Engineering for Non-Naval Architects
Dominick Cimino – SAWE Honorary Fellow – CACI International
The objective of this half day class is to provide an overview of the fundamentals of naval
architecture principles and standard practices, and provide a basic understanding of the
weight engineering processes relative to the marine vehicles in a marine environment with
the effects of buoyancy, wind, and sea conditions. The course highlights the differences in
mass properties in the marine industry versus the allied industries, as well as discusses
actual examples of practical impacts of weight engineering in the marine industry. The course
includes practical examples and class exercises.
Introduction to Naval Architecture
John Capin – SAWE Member – Huntington Ingalls Industries
The objective of this half-day class is to provide the student with an understanding of the
function of Naval Architecture in ship design. The course begins with the basic ship design
spiral and then addresses the activities for each element of that design spiral. Definitions of
common terms used in Naval Architecture will be provided. From this class, the attendee will
gain an understanding of what the process of ship design is; how design decisions impact
the whole ship, especially weight impacts; what design margins are and how they are used;
and how naval architects integrate all the desired features into the final ship. The course
addresses the relationships of all engineering disciplines with Naval Architecture and overall
ship design.
Marine Vehicle Weight Estimating Methodology
David Hansch – SAWE Fellow – Huntington Ingalls Industries
This is a full day class discussing the fundamentals of marine vehicle weight estimating,
and includes a survey of the weight estimating methods described in SAWE Recommended
Practice 14 “Marine Weight Estimating & Margin Policy Guideline”. The class will cover the
theory and application of these methods on specific examples and for whole ship design. The
appropriateness of each method for each stage of ship design, construction, and operation
will be discussed. The students will work examples to estimate the weight of a vessel using
multiple methods.
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Additionally, historic examples of weight estimating errors will be discussed as an example of
practices to be avoided. Classroom materials and exercises will be provided. Students should
have reviewed Chapter 24 in the Weight Engineers Handbook, and SAWE RP 14 found on the
SAWE website.
Aircraft Fuel System Calibration & Verification Course
Rod Van Dyk – SAWE Fellow, Safran Landing Systems
Mass properties engineers are often requested to either participate in or generate a fuel
system calibration and verification process for new aircraft in development or for aircraft
whose fuel systems have been modified, since it involves having the aircraft supported
on scales. This course gives all the pertinent steps to ensure that this process is
completed in a safe, successful, and timely manner.
This four hour class outlines the basic fuel usage process; including how fuel quantities
are measured, fuel system calibration techniques, understanding terminology such as
usable and unusable fuel, and all aspects of fuel usage that can be determined on the
ground. Some hands-on non-flammable liquid density measurements representative of
fuel density measurements will also be part of the class.
Automotive Lateral Dynamics and Mass Properties
Brian Paul Wiegand
The course objective is to enable the student to make reasonably accurate maximum lateral
acceleration, rollover lateral acceleration, directional stability, and steering responsiveness
determinations in the course of vehicle design. The student will also become acquainted
with such things as the calculation of roll resistance, suspension roll center location, sprung
mass roll axis inclination, sprung mass roll inertia, sprung mass roll moment arm, sprung
mass roll angle under lateral acceleration, vehicle roll gain, vehicle dynamic index in yaw,
transient center of rotation location, and transient yaw inertia. There will also be considerable
time spent on the behavior of tires under lateral load and “Ackermann Steering Geometry”
relationships.
This seminar is very important for anyone engaged in vehicle design, in particular those
designing with an emphasis on performance, and special effort has been expended to make
it particularly relevant for those involved in the SAE Student Formula Design Competition.
However, no one completing this course will walk away without having acquired some degree
of enlightenment, as well as a Certifi cate of Achievement, print-out of the course Vu-Graphs,
electronic copies of SAWE Paper #3528 (“Mass Properties & Maximum Lateral Acceleration”),
and the seminar’s “Maximum Lateral Acceleration Estimation Spreadsheet”.
The course is open to students and mass properties professionals alike; cost of
registrationfor full-time students is only $50! See Page 27 for details.
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Training Classes for May 2019
Class

Day

Instructor

Designing the Aircraft of the
Future - Day 1

Saturday, May 18

Andy Walker
Jerry Pierson

Ship Inclining

Saturday, May 18

Bill Fox

Introduction to Marine Weight
Engineering for Non-Naval
Architects

Saturday, May 18 (Morning)

Dom Cimino

Introduction to Naval Architecture

Saturday, May 18 (Afternoon)

John Capin

Saturday, May 18

Jerry Pierson

Sunday, May 19

Andy Walker
Jerry Pierson

Sunday, May 19

David Hansch

Sunday, May 19

Rod Van Dyk

Introduction to Mass Properties
Measurement
Designing the Aircraft of the
Future - Day 2
Marine Weight Control and Weight
Estimating Methodology
Aircraft Fuel System Calibration &
Verification Course

Aircraft Weight and Balance - Day 1 Monday May 20

Tom Oole

Mass Properties & Automotive
Lateral Dynamics

Brian Paul Wiegand

Monday, May 20

Aircraft Weight and Balance - Day 2 Tuesday, May 21
Developing Basic Parametric
Methods
Automated Weight and Balance
Software (AWBS) Training

Tom Oole

Wednesday, May 22

Andy Walker

Wednesday, May 22

Harold Smoot

All training class attendees will receive a course completion certificate with the appropriate
Professional Development Hours (PDH). This is being done in order to assist trainees in
satisfying any necessary professional development requirements that they must meet.
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Hampton Roads Chapter Officers
Position

Name

Affiliation

President

David Cash

Huntington Ingalls
Industries - Newport News
Shipbuilding

Vice-President

Anjie Emmett

Analytical Mechanical
Associates, Inc.

Treasurer

Fred Brown

Director

Nick Marickovich
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78th International Conference Host Committee
Hampton Roads Chapter
Position

Names

Affiliation

Co-Chairs

Melissa Cooley
Amanda Cutright

HII-NNS
NASA LaRC

Budget/Finance

Fred Brown
Herb West

HII-NNS
HII-NNS

Technical Papers

Jeff Cerro
Bryce Horvath

NASA LaRC
NASA LaRC

Student Coordinator

Elizabeth Heaney

SUPSHIP-NNS

Training Coordinator

Alan Bird

Retired

Exhibitor Coordinator

David Cash

HII-NNS

Facilities

Alan Titcomb
AJ Bierbauer

Retired
HII-NNS

Hospitality

David Hansch

HII-NNS

Photography

Nick Marickovich
Johnny Stacks

HII-NNS
HII-NNS

Events Coordinator

Matt Michael

HII-NNS

Marketing/Publicity

Alan Titcomb

Retired

Announcement and Program Nick Marickovich
Registration

Anjie Emmett
Cheryl Park

Guest Events

Trish Marickovich
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General Information
Location
The 78th Annual International Conference of the
Society of Allied Weight Engineers will be held at
the Hilton Norfolk-The Main in Norfolk, Virginia.
Centrally located in downtown Norfolk at the
intersection of Main and Granby Streets, this hotel is
the city’s newest upscale hotel, dining, and meeting
destination.
Situated about 9 miles from Norfolk International
Airport (ORF), taxis and Uber are available to
transport you quickly from the airport. With 42,000
square feet of meeting and event space, this venue
offers cutting edge technology and convenient access
to all of Norfolk’s many downtown attractions which
include cultural attractions, trendy shopping, and
outstanding dining, all within view of the city’s
beautiful waterfront. Amenities within the hotel
include a fitness center, indoor pool, and exquisite
new rooms with a view of the Elizabeth River.
On-site restaurants include Saltine, serving the
freshest seafood of coastal Virginia; Grain where you
can sample local craft beers at Norfolk’s only rooftop
garden; and Varia, a modern Italian trattoria and wine studio with a piano bar. Outside the
hotel, you can walk to more than 50 restaurants of all types. The Hilton Norfolk – The Main
is one of the finest and newest venues for our annual conference that the SAWE has seen in
many years. All SAWE guests will enjoy free wi-fi service in their rooms as well in meeting
facilities.
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Transportation
Hilton Norfolk - The Main does not offer a shuttle service between Norfolk International Airport
and The Main. Attendees to the conference are encouraged to use one of the transportation
options listed below to travel from the airport to the conference location. It is estimated that
an Uber or Lyft from the airport to the hotel will be approximately $25.

UBER and Lyft

James River Transportation
(ORF’s Airport Shuttle Service)
(757) 963-0433
(866) 823-4626 (Toll-free)

https://www.uber.com/airports/orf/
https://www.lyft.com/airports/orf
Local Taxi Services
Yellow Cab of Norfolk
Phone: (757) 855-7388
Greenbrier Taxi & Airport Transportation
Phone: (757) 541-8294
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Hampton Roads Transit (HRT) Info
https://gohrt.com/
Note: At this time HRT does not provide
bus service to Norfolk International
Rental Cars
Please note that renting a car for use in
downtown Norfolk in connection with the
conference is not deemed necessary. Save
the cost of the car and avoid city parking fees
by using UBER, Lyft, and other methods of
transportation!
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General and Special Conference Registration
General Conference Registration
Registration for the “Technical Conference” for 1,2, or 3 days is required for everyone attending or
participating in any of the Technical Sessions (Monday, May 20th and Wednesday, May 22nd) and/or
Standards and Practices (SnP) Day (Tuesday, May 21st). Non-members must pay an additional fee to
attend the Technical Sessions and/or the SnP Day. Only by registering can you obtain a Conference
Badge, which is required for admittance to these events.
Those people that are doing training only, only pay for training. Members and Non-members are
welcome to our hotel events, including the Welcome Reception, SnP Luncheon, Awards Banquet, and
any of the day tours planned, by signing up for “events only.”
Advance registration is strongly advised. Payment of all applicable registration fees by credit
card, check, or cash is required prior to or at the time you obtain your badge and conference
materials at registration. There are NO exceptions to this, including for exhibitor representatives.
General Registration fees are shown in the table below. Students, Retirees, Authors, and Presenters,
please see the fees identified under the Special Conference Registration section. Registration should
be conducted on-line at www.sawe.org.

Registration Level

Fee
(USD)

Registered Event Fee (USD):
Welcome
Reception

SnP
Luncheon

Awards
Banquet

Includes
Conference
Papers

SAWE Members
3-day Registration

$900

$10*

$10*

$10*

Yes

2-day Registration

$600

$40

$50

$60

No

1-day Registration

$300

$40

$50

$60

No

Non-SAWE Members
3-day Registration

$1000

$10*

$10*

$10*

Yes

2-day Registration

$700

$40

$50

$60

No

1-day Registration

$400

$40

$50

$60

No

* ALL attendees and exhibitors must separately register and pay for the Welcome Reception, SnP
Luncheon, and Awards Banquet. This is to improve headcount for food budgeting and help eliminate
excess costs to the conference. Exhibitors and attendees with 3-day registrations are granted a discounted fee for each event.
1. All registrations conducted after May 3, 2019 will incur a $50 Late Charge over and above the
listed fees. We therefore encourage all parties to pre-register prior to this date, even if your company
has not yet authorized your attendance or you know you will be paying your fees upon arrival at the
conference instead of at the time of registration. There is no charge to cancel a registration.
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2. All qualifying registered attendees will be granted access to all SAWE papers presented at the
conference by means of a password and link to allow access to them electronically. The links will
be forwarded to the attendance list shortly after the conference. As a benefit of SAWE membership,
members have access to conference papers from previous conferences.
3. Non-members registering for the conference automatically incur a $100 non-member fee. Since
current SAWE membership dues are $60/year, consideration should be made to becoming an SAWE
member at registration instead.
Special Conference Registration
Full-time students, retirees, authors of SAWE conference papers, and conference presenters (who do
not submit an associated paper for the presentation) are all eligible for Special Conference Registration fees. Please note that all registration fees must be paid in full by credit card, check, or cash
prior to or at the time you obtain your badge and conference materials at registration. There
are NO exceptions to this. Registration should be conducted on-line at www.sawe.org.
Registration Fee (USD) Includes:
Special Registration
Category

Registration Fee (USD)

Welcome
Reception

SnP
Luncheon

Awards
Banquet

Includes
Conference
Papers?

$50

$60

No

No

Yes

No

Retirees
Full Time Retiree

$30

$40

Students Not Presenting a Paper
Students*

$30

Yes
Authors and Presenters

Author (non-Student)

Complimentary 1-day
registration on day paper is
presented for one individual
per paper only

$40

$50

$60

Yes

Student Author
(includes Student
events*)

Complimentary 3-day
registration for all authors
or co-authors

Yes

No

Yes

No

Presenter (without
SAWE Paper
Submittal)

Complimentary 1-day
registration for day of
presentation

$40

$50

$60

No

Guest

$0

$40

$50

$60

No

* Details on Student Events will be posted on the SAWE website once plans have been formalized. Please
check the website by early February 2019 for more information.
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Training Registration
One two-day class:......$1,000 USD

One full-day class:..... $500 USD

One half-day class:..... $250 USD

Full-time Student Registration for Mass Properties & Automotive Lateral Dynamics......$50 USD

Mass properties professionals and part-time students must pay normal training registration fees to
take the Mass Properties & Automotive Lateral Dynamics course.
Course registrations must be completed no later than April 19, 2019 to ensure your seat in the
class, and to allow for pre-planning by the instructor and preparation of sufficient class materials.
Exceptions will be considered ONLY if class space remains after the cutoff date. Class sizes are
limited, and enrollment is subject to availability. The SAWE reserves the right to cancel or combine
classes if enrollment does not meet the minimum requirements.
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